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Vocal Score of The Grand Duke 1896

the grand duke or the statutory duel is a comic musical opera written by arthur sullivan and w s gilbert in 1896
gilbert and sullivan were a victorian era theatrical partnership of the librettist w s gilbert 1836 1911 and the
composer arthur sullivan 1842 1900 together they collaborated on fourteen comic operas between 1871 and
1896 which are still performed and loved today among their most famous works are h m s pinafore the pirates of
penzance and the mikado classic musicals collection constitutes an extensive library of the most well known and
universally enjoyed musicals and operas ever composed reproduced from authoritative editions for the enjoyment of
musicians and music students the world over

The Grand Duke; or, The Statutory Duel (Vocal Score) 2018-02-13

beggar s holiday is the broadway musical written by duke ellington with lyrics by john latouche arranged by david
serero

Beggar's Holiday (the Only Broadway Musical by Duke Ellington)
2020-10-08

the bolsheviks 1917 political coup caused a seismic disruption in russian culture carried by the first wave of
emigrants russian culture migrated west transforming itself as it interacted with the new cultural environment
and clashed with exported soviet trends in this book kl�ra m�ricz explores the transnational emigrant space of
russian composers igor stravinsky vladimir dukelsky sergey prokofiev nicolas nabokov and arthur louri� in
interwar paris their music reflected the conflict between a modernist narrative demanding innovation and a
narrative of exile wedded to the preservation of prerevolutionary russian culture the emigrants and the
bolsheviks contrasting visions of russia and its past collided frequently in the french capital where the soviets
displayed their political and artistic products russian composers in paris also had to reckon with stravinsky s
disproportionate influence if they succumbed to fashions dictated by their famous compatriot they risked becoming
epigones if they kept to their old ways they quickly became irrelevant although stravinsky s neoclassicism
provided a seemingly neutral middle ground between innovation and nostalgia it was also marked by the exilic
experience m�ricz offers this unexplored context for stravinsky s neoclassicism shedding new light on this infinitely
elusive term

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1968

an opera score composed by william s gilbert and arthur s sullivan

In Stravinsky's Orbit 2020-08-04

an opera score composed by william s gilbert and arthur s sullivan

The Gondoliers (The King of Barataria), An Opera in Two Acts
1999-08-26

this book contains the vocal score of the famous opera the gondoliers or the king of barataria by the well known
w s gilbert and arthur sullivan the opera premiered on 7th december 1889 at the savoy theatre and ran for an
impressive 554 performances which at it s time made it the fifth longest running piece of musical theatre in history

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1956

volume 3 covers a time span that preeminently represents the period in the composer s life known as the years of
international fame 1850 56 confirmed as the major figure on the operatic scene and freed from the more onerous



duties of his official position meyerbeer was able to enjoy his most remarkable period of stability and renown as the
detailed and absorbing diary entries reveal these years saw the composing rehearsing and staging of l etoile du nord
1854 and his personal supervision of major productions in london dresden stuttgart and vienna

The Gondoliers (The King of Barataria), An Opera in Two Acts
1999-08-26

the authors explore the means by which two early 20th century operas debussy s pell�as et m�lisande 1902 and
bart�k s duke bluebeard s castle 1911 transformed the harmonic structures of the traditional major minor scale
system into a new musical language

Vocal Score of the Gondoliers - Or, the Barataria 2013-04-16

from frank sinatra to sun ra from the jazz age to middle age with thoughts on everything in between francis davis
has been writing about american music and american culture for more than twenty years his essays have appeared in
the atlantic monthly the new yorker and the village voice among countless other publications from coast to
coast and now for the first time here are his most important writings of his impressive career the quintessential
davis on everything from why rent set musicals back two decades to what ken burns should have filmed and davis s
writing is as enjoyable as the music of which he writes the new york times book review has compared davis s work
to a well blown solo

The Diaries of Giacomo Meyerbeer: The years of celebrity, 1850-1856 1999

the first full study of billy strayhorn s music offers a revealing reassessment of his 30 year collaboration with
duke ellington 11 halftones 69 line illustrations

Musical Symbolism in the Operas of Debussy and Bartok 2004-07-22

bluebeard is the main character in one of the grisliest and most enduring fairy tales of all time a serial wife
murderer he keeps a horror chamber in which remains of all his previous matrimonial victims are secreted from his
latest bride she is given all the keys but forbidden to open one door of the castle astonishingly this fairy tale was
a nursery room staple one of the tales translated into english from charles perrault s french mother goose tales
bluebeard a reader s guide to the english tradition is the first major study of the tale and its many variants some
like mr fox native to england and america in english from the eighteenth and nineteenth century chapbooks children s
toybooks pantomimes melodramas and circus spectaculars through the twentieth century in music literature art
film and theater chronicling the story s permutations the book presents examples of english true crime figures male
and female called bluebeards from king henry viii to present day examples bluebeard explores rare chapbooks and
their illustrations and the english transformation of bluebeard into a scimitar wielding turkish tyrant in a
massively influential melodramatic spectacle in 1798 following the killer s trail over the years casie e
hermansson looks at the impact of nineteenth century translations into english of the german fairy tales of the
brothers grimm and the particularly english story of how bluebeard came to be known as a pirate this book will
provide readers and scholars an invaluable and thorough grasp on the many strands of this tale over centuries of
telling

Jazz And Its Discontents 2009-07-21

bluebeard is the main character in one of the grisliest and most enduring fairy tales a serial wife murderer he keeps a
horror chamber in which remains of all his previous matrimonial victims are secreted from his latest bride she is given
all the keys but forbidden to open one door of the castle this is a major study of the tale and its many variants in
english from the 18th and 19th century chapbooks children s toybooks pantomimes melodramas and circus
spectaculars to the 20th century in music literature art film and theatre



Catalogue of the Central Lending Library 1908

ella fitzgerald was one of america s greatest jazz singers this volume is as complete a discography of her recorded
songs as currently seems possible to compile this volume also contains a complete discography 1927 1939 for
drummer and bandleader chick webb with whom ella began her recording career in 1935 part one includes a
chronological listing of all known recorded performances of both chick webb and ella part two gives the complete
contents of ella s lps and cds including track listings titles with lyricists and composers and timings part three is
an annotated alphabetical listing of all songs contained on all of fitzgerald s records with detailed information
on each song s composer lyricist and history reviews of the movies in which ella appeared and surveys of her career
with the decca verve and pablo music companies are included the book also has an index of album and cd recordings
and composers lyricists and musicians

Something to Live for 2002

a giant in the pantheon of 19th century composers tchaikovsky continues to enthrall audiences today from the
nutcracker arguably the most popular ballet currently on the boards swan lake and sleeping beauty to eugene
onegin and pique dame to the symphony pathetique and the always rousing canon blasting 1812 overture this
prolific and beloved composer s works are perennial favorites now john wiley a renowned tchaikovsky scholar
provides a fresh biography aimed in classic master musicians style at the student and music lover wiley deftly
draws on documents from imperial soviet and post soviet era sources providing a more balanced look at recent
controversies surrounding the marriage death and sexuality of the composer the author dovetails the biographical
material with separate chapters that treat the music thoroughly and fully work by work with more substantial
explorations of tchaikovsky s most familiar compositions these analyses present new even iconoclastic
perspectives on the music and the composer s intent and expression several informative appendices in the master
musicians format include an exhaustive list of works and bibliography

Readers' Guide 1912

a cumulative list of works represented by library of congress printed cards

Bluebeard 2010-03-05

volume ii of this two volume set traces the artist s life and career month by month from the orchestra s return
from an extended european tour in june 1950 to ellington s death in 1974 jazz historian and graphic designer vail
presents b w photographs newspaper reports advertisements reviews and brief diary type entries he includes all
known club concert theater television film and jam sessions as well as a selected list of recordings annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Bluebeard 2009

the complete annotated gilbert and sullivan provides the complete text of all the gilbert and sullivan operas
which are still performed today together with extensive annotations covering lost songs alterations and
additions obscure allusions production points and comments of interest each opera has an introduction which
places it in its context and a potted history of performances up to the present no other book provides such
extensive commentary on the texts of the savoy opera nor such a source of innocent merriment to fans of the
incomparable victorian duo for each opera there is a short introduction describing how the work came to be
written and giving its performance history the text including stage directions is given on the right hand page and on
the left keyed in by line numbers are notes these give such information as the identity of areal life person appearing
or mentioned as a character wordings that were different in the original edition the one sent to the lord
chamberlain for licensing changes made for the first american performance glosses on technical terms e g legal terms
literary references cross references tosimilar items in other savoy operas comments from first night critics and
many other things



The Gilbert & Sullivan Journal 1966

General Catalogue 1896

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1968

Ella Fitzgerald 2010-08-05

Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings 1989

The Years of Celebrity 1850-1856 1999

Monthly Bulletin of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 1929

����������������� 1977

The Catalogue of Printed Music in the British Library to 1980 1981

Printed Opera Scores in American Libraries 1998

Tchaikovsky 2009-07-30

The Library of Congress Author Catalog 1953

The National Union Catalog 1968

Bulletin of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 1929

Bibliography of American Imprints to 1901: Subject index 1993



Bibliography of American Imprints to 1901: Author index 1993

Library of Congress Catalog 1973

Duke's Diary 2002

Bibliographic Guide to Music 2001-07

National Union Catalog 1983

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1955

The Complete Annotated Gilbert and Sullivan 2001

Catalogue of the Library of the Sacred Harmonic Society 1862
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